
DECADENCE – Bitter Rain
 

Bitter Rain
 

Now I see the time has come to face the lies
The spills that the life stabbed into us
Only false regrets poisoning my veins
Another thorn that aches in my heart again
 

And I know that the rain will wash away
The pain that still lives in me
 

Have you ever been left alone in the storm of feelings?
Have you ever felt sadness when I faded in your eyes? 
 

The tears cannot help to let you go away
Believeing that tomorrow will crush this belief
I feel the rain weeping on my face
As I turn my back on you, the life that we had
 

And I know that the rain will wash away
The pain that still lives in me
 

Have you ever been left alone in the storm of feelings?
Have you ever felt sadness when I faded in your eyes?



Banished by lies
 

In the beginning, on the night that you born
You have hoped that your life will be true
You are who is searching, but finds nothing
Who’s destiny to fight the demon inside
 

Shadows swinging on this masqurade 
You are under attack by who you trust
Lying your past, grinding you inside
Destroying the future that you dream
All the lights have gone out now
You stand alone in the dark
Feelings have faded in the mist 
They are banished by the lies
 

Evil, that surrounds!
Evil, is the life
Evil, in the air
And the fire that burns (you)
 

You were what you were, and became what you are
You have fought, for your right, did everything
Whether you have born for winner, or loser
You win the game if your consience is good
 

All the puppets dancing on this masqurade
Enjoying the plastic life they live
Adoring false idols, man-made gods
But they cannot see the truth
All the lights have gone out now
You stand alone in the dark
Feelings have faded in the mist 
They are banished by the lies



Beleive in me
 

You have closed the door and turned away
When I need your help in my despair
You have lied to me that your love will never die
But now it’s gone with the wind
 

You have run away with my broken heart
And swept away all the dreams I had
You have turned your back on me and failed
To save me from myself again and again.
 

Come back and hold my hand again
Come back or I will drown in the sea
Come back and teach me to swim
In the ocean of this newborn life
 

Beleive in me that this pain I feel
Will be washed away by your tiny smile
Beleive in me that this fear I breed
Will fly away when a new day comes
 

You have said to me that you’ll be with me
In my darkest hour, to get strong 
Now, all the pain I caused to you
Seem so far and gone, with the wind
 

You just walked away and let me down
Then I felt my love has turned to dust
Now I stand in the rain waiting for you
 And I know you’ll never come back 
 

Come back and hold my hand again
Come back or I will drown in the sea
Come back and teach me to swim
In the ocean of this newborn life



Between two worlds
 

Sometimes I want to see the sun, and fly above the sky
Sometimes I want to swim with the stars on the summer night
Sometimes I lay my head, to the frozen ground
  I feel the chill on my face, it’s the end of dawn
Sometimes I want to sail through the stormy seas
Towards the endless horizon where you awaits me
Sometimes I want to rush through a thousand lifes 
Reaching you again, and now I’m breaking the chains 
 

I’m swimming in the bitter sea that never ends
The load is lieing heavy as I’m drowning
Your hand is slipping away in this moor
Your face is fading away in this mist
 

You don’t know how it feels to be alone, between 
two worlds, collideding, right afore my eyes
These memories are buried long ago, burning inside 
With the tears I have left behind 
 

Running towards the line, always exceeding life
Seeking the aim, but never reaching it
 

You don’t know how it feels to be alone, between 
two worlds, collideding, right afore my eyes
These memories are buried long ago, burning inside 
With the tears I have left behind 
 

Sometimes I want to sail through the stormy seas
Towards the endless horizon where you awaits me
Sometimes I want to rush through a thousand lifes 
Reaching you again, and now I’m breaking the chains



Dawn of a New Age
 

Facing this new day, the abortion of this world
Searching for answers, that lie beyond the scene
From beneath the surface, I can feel them, rising up
 

The hole in the sky doesn’t recall
Of the value that has been given
Blinded, by the charm of force
See the desert storm and die,
 

For the country and the leader that gives you the order
You must obey can’t walk away from this bloody treason
 

Lurking in darkness, sneaking in silence 
Insanity is on the way, to rule this chaos
The past has been erased, and never will return
 

The hole in the sky doesn’t recall
Of the value that has been given
Blinded, by the charm of force
See the desert storm and die,
 

Lies, lies everywhere
Hate, hate in the eyes
Faith, Faith is no more
On the dawn of a new age
 

(Die)For the country and the leader that gives you the order
You must obey can’t walk away from this bloody treason

Drowning in despair
 

The walls still whisper unknown lies
Suffocation inside, no remorse
No breathing, only heart is leaving



Tomorrow, I’ ll reach the sun
But the wait is so endless
In such desperate silence
 

 

Another day is light years away
From here where I live my lonely days
The light has faded it only lives in my heart’s poisoned veins
The insane anger grows everyday
 

 Daylight will not be the same 
It tells me sorrow, as I take
The rope and tie the knot 
As pain reflecting in the air
 

I’m drowning in despair, this life has never seemed to care 
I’m drowning in despair, to have the life I used to have
 

So tired of the suffering
Darkness causes denial
Dismissed by the hand
That gave me life once
 

Daylight will not be the same 
It tells me sorrow, as I take
The rope and tie the knot 
As pain reflecting in the air
 

I’m drowning in despair, this life has never seemed to care 
I’m drowning in despair, to have the life I used to have

Inhale the sadness
 

Broke inside these walls, that I built
To close this lieing world, acusing me
Abused, faded as the curtains fall



To the edge down afore my eyes
 

Further every day to the distance where I can’t see the start
Fadning, praying for tomorrow to come closer
And when it lastly comes, it won’t be that what I wished
A passing dream will efface, end up escape
 

Inhale the sadness, just listen to the silence
Screaming on the inside
Meaning in tragedy, the last words I only speak
Will be shattered at the end
 

See me just beyond the crimson dreams
While eternity just, walks away
In broken hopes I see a face
Closed into a falling drop of rain
 

Banished by the fate that I got
To this secret place for my own desteny
Walking on this corridor to the light
It seem so endless and hard toninght
 

Further every day to the distance where I can’t see the start
Fadning, praying for tomorrow to come closer
But when it finally comes, it won’t be that what I wished
A passing dream will end escape
 

Inhale the sadness, just listen to the silence
Screaming on the inside
Meaning in tragedy, the last words I only speak
Will be shattered at the end

The wayfarer
 

(The) southern sky has turned to grey, as I have left behind the trees
The moon is rising up above, the path that leads me along



Still memories, die among, the striding moments, as the life
Is glimmering in the storm, made by feelings in my heart
 

Blood’s chasing me, onto the edge
Where I meet my desteny, beyond banished skies
The sorrow in my heart, vulture of my life
Tells me the way on this rocky road
 

Take me to the frozen woods
Lead me over crimson brooks
Take me there where I can touch the sun
And let me go
 

(The) southern sky has turned to blue, when I felt, I had to move
From this haunted scenery, before the fear comes to me
This cold life left me outside, filled me up with delusion
As I realized, the world is only lieing illusion
 

The night’s covered the land, in a satin veil
Dead moon rising on the sky, in abscent light
Silent dreams fall into deep, dark abyss 
That I keep in the cage of my soul
 

Take me to the frozen woods
Lead me over crimson brooks
Take me there where I can touch the sun
And let me go

Something is gone
 

I stand in chilling wind, freezing my loney heart
Tasting the bitter pain, on the ground so cold
As the soul just breaks the last frontiers
 And flies towrads an empty sky
Below the greyish sadness, regaining the dream of life
 



See the hope fading in the rain
Betrayed by all who I knew
Forgotten, lost, on the edge I pray
For mercy to take me away
 

The first fall of snow, the last drop of rain
Ends my solitude, guiding once more
As I hold my face in the witry mourn, dead leaves falling to the ground
Heading to the point of no return, quenching the tears that you gave 
 

Something has gone with the wind
And that something never will return
Something has lost through the times
And that someting has died in me
 

Craving to the night: Hold me, in satin arms
Yearning, to the place where I could be free


